
English - We will begin the term off looking at
information reports providing students with a
variety of non-fiction texts and information
texts that include illustrations and diagrams
and creating their own information report.  
Maths -  Students will revisit and continue to
develop their understanding of number and
place value. Building on their numeracy skills
and counting to and from 1000, and becoming
more confident with time in particular reading
and understanding  calendars.
HASS -  Students will explore the location and
significant features of places and consider how
people are connected to these and why they
should be preserved. 
Science-  Students examine how living things,
including plants and animals, change as they
grow. They ask questions about, investigate and
compare the changes that occur to different
living things during their life stages.
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It is hard to believe it is the beginning of Term 1
and our summer holidays have come to an end. 
I hope the students are all refreshed and excited
about their new class and getting back to school. 
We will spend the first couple of days becoming
more familiar with the new timetable, classroom
expectations and the class.

We will utilize Mathletics during
our computer lab time. While we 

will introduce Studyladder to 
extend the students numeracy and 

literacy understanding. Both 
resources support the students to 
develop further their abilities to 

engage with and explore 
technology,  while challenging their 

.own knowledge 
This was really successful with last

years class and the students 
receive certificates for their hard

work. 

Schedule
Monday: Health and

Computer Lab 
Tuesday: STEM

Wednesday: P.E. and
Music

Thursday: Library
Friday: Assembly 

 

 A big thank you for bringing in your student’s stationery and
making contact with myself. I will be available Monday’s and
Wednesday’s before or after school. I can be contacted by
email, although please allow 24hrs for a response.  

gnibb2@eq.edu.au
I look forward to the year ahead and am excited to meet our
students and begin our learning journey for 2024 together. 


